The Race and Society Workshop, an interdisciplinary workshop located within the Northwestern University Department of Sociology, focuses on race as a subject of scholarly inquiry and a framing category for a variety of social relations.

**Winter Quarter 2020-2021**

First Session: January 27 | Ashley Dennis | Northwestern African American Studies
Second Session: February 10 | Perdana (Pepe) Roswaldy | Northwestern Sociology
Third Session: March 3 | Roman Johnson, PhD | Harvard School of Public Health
Fourth Session: March 10 | Karlia Brown | Northwestern Sociology

5:30-6:30 PM

Contact us at rsnorthwestern@gmail.com.

To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/a/u.northwestern.edu/d/msgid/race-and-society-workshop.me/a9cbe8f5-6eb3-49ed-94c6-4183f47cb312n%40u.northwestern.edu.